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Figure 1: Principle building blocks for experiment definition inGLoBES: Channel (upper left), rule (right),
and experiment (lower left). Figures from Ref. [1].

GLoBES [1, 2] is a multi-purpose software for the simulation of individual long-baseline and
reactor neutrino oscillation experiments, as well as for the global analysis of multiple experiments.
It includes the treatment of statistics, systematics, correlations, and degeneracies (see Ref. [3] for
a classification). It consists of two major components: Abstract Experiment Definition Language
(AEDL) describes individual experiments using plain text files, and a user interface (C library) for
theχ2 analysis, which loads one or moreAEDL files and provides the functionality for the statisti-
cal analysis. The separation betweenAEDL and the user interface makesGLoBES an interesting
tool for both the experimentalist and theorist. For example, the theorist may use pre-defined files
for the simulation of new, potentially interesting physicseffects. The experimentalist, on the other
hand, can quickly test the effect of small modification in theexperiment definition on physics. Note
thatGLoBES is not meant to replace a full Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment, but has to be
understood as a tool to identify the key parameters and critical factors for especially future experi-
ments. For example, the detector is simulated by an effective response function, which describes its
behavior on a statistical basis. This response function canbe used from Monte Carlo simulations
as an input forGLoBES.

AEDL describes an experiment, such as by source type and spectrum, matter density profile,
cross sections, detector properties (efficiencies, energyresolution, backgrounds), and systematics.
It uses three three building blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 1: A channellinks a produced flavor state
with a certain flux, via the oscillation physics, to the detection with a specific interaction type. It
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results in the event rate of this interaction type. Arule combines the event rates from different
channels, which can either be signal or background for that rule, with a specific systematics; it
results in a∆χ2. An experimentcontains one or more rules, which are combined to the total∆χ2.
It shares certain characteristics among the rules, such as baseline and matter density profile, but not
the systematical errors. For example, a simple neutrino factory may storeµ+, which leads toνe and
ν̄µ in the beam. A signal channel might beνe → νµ , which can be combined into an appearance
rule with the background channelν̄µ → ν̄µ (for the charge mis-identified events) leading to a∆χ2.
An experiment may contain more such rules, such as for different appearance and disappearance
channels and different polarities.

One or more descriptions of experiments can be loaded by the Cuser interface. This interface
provides the functionality to extract physical information from the simulated event rate spectra.
For example, it allows for sections and projections (marginalizations) of the multi-dimensional fit
manifold, i.e., it allows for the inclusion of correlations and degeneracies. Of course, one can
also obtain low-level information, such as oscillation probabilities and event rates. New features
in GLoBES 3.0 are the fully customizable systematics interface supporting multiple sources and
detectors (such as for reactor experiments), and the fully customizable external input to be added
to theχ2 before marginalization. Heart of theχ2 analysis is the oscillation and rate engine, which
includes a full three flavor treatment, the use of arbitrary matter density profiles, and an extremely
high numerical efficiency with specifically designed numerical algorithms, such as Ref. [4]. The
oscillation engine can be modified as well, which allows for the simulation of new physics effects.

The results obtained with theGLoBES software can nowadays be found in the core of many
long baseline experiment studies and major collaborative efforts, such as the international neu-
trino factory and superbeam scoping study (ISS) [5] and the US long baseline neutrino experiment
study [6].

In summary, theGLoBES software is a multi-purpose tool for the simulation of future long
baseline and reactor neutrino experiments, which has been especially designed for the comparison
and combination of different options on equal footing. The software has been established in the
community, which, for example, means that results obtainedwith GLoBES can now be found in
many strategy papers. With the version 3.0, it has reached a new level of flexibility at all levels.
The further development ofGLoBES will depend on user demands and the requirements of the
neutrino oscillation community.
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